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Laura Knisley

Name:

Are you representing: Yourself

✔ Organization
□
□

Organization (If Applicable):
Position/Title:
Address:

7186 Rammel Rd

City: Lynchburg

State: Ohio

Zip: 45142
Email: lauraknisleydnp@gmail.com

Best Contact Telephone: 939-725-3950

Do you wish to be added to the committee notice email distribution list? Yes

✔
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Business before the committee
Legislation (Bill/Resolution Number):

Sub SB #52

Specific Issue: Solar panels in Lynchburg Ohio/HIghland County
Are you testifying as a: Proponent

□ Opponent □ Interested Party □

Will you have a written statement, visual aids, or other material to distribute? Yes

✔
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(If yes, please send an electronic version of the documents, if possible, to the Chair’s office prior
to committee. You may also submit hard copies to the Chair’s staff prior to committee.)
How much time will your testimony require?

Please provide a brief statement on your position:
I would like to express my opposition to the proposed Solar farm projects in Lynchburg Ohio. I am not opposed to green energy, I support it actually. What I do not support is
way this project has transpired, without the input of those who will be affected by it. I own a house on Rammel Rd in Lynchburg, I have lived in it for over 20 years. If the solar
farm project proceeds, I will lose equity in my home, no one will want to buy a house that is surrounded by solar panels. We have worked hard to rebulid the dwindeling quail
population on our property, this will be destroyed by the truck and equipment traffic needed to build the project. The bird, rabbit and deer that find habitate in our area will be
threatened.
I cannot understand the need to have such a conglomeration of solar panels in one small area, to benefit a city 40 miles away. If Cincinnati needs solar, than the project needs
to happen in Cincinnati. It is unfair to destroy my home to provide Cincinnati with supplemental power. I have no say in the matter. Rural Ohio is already suffering, we do not
need to add insult to injury. This project is not providing local jobs, or local power, in no way will myself or my neighbors benefit from this project. We will suffer with land
destruction, decreased home value and potential health effects. I ask that we are given a voice in the matter of solar farm project, as we are the ones who have to live with the
consequences. Give us a vote or buy us all out, pay us fair, current market value for our homes and land.
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